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Although Mg metal features high volumetric energy density and electrochemical dendrite-free deposition, Mgstorage cathode materials with desirable capacity and long-term stability have reached a bottleneck due to large
diﬀusion barrier of Mg2+. Herein, we report for the ﬁrst time Ni-Fe bimetallic diselenides microﬂowers
(Ni0.75Fe0.25Se2, NFS) as cathode materials for rechargeable magnesium batteries. The NFS exhibits a considerable reversible capacity of 190 mAh g−1 and excellent Mg-storage cycling stability (148 mAh g−1 even after
500 cycles). Compared with unary transitional-metal diselenides (NiSe2, NS), the NFS shows more redox active
sites and higher Mg2+ diﬀusion dynamics, contributing to superior reversible capacity and long cycle life.
Furthermore, the concept of sequential reaction based on the potential discrepancy for the NFS magnesiation/
demagnesiation process at steady stage was put forward and evidenced by electrochemical measurement and
structural characterization. This paper paves the way for constructing advanced high-performance cathode
materials of rechargeable magnesium batteries.

1. Introduction
Rechargeable magnesium batteries, as a potential energy storage
system, have recently attracted considerable interest in beyond lithiumion batteries (LIBs) owing to their overwhelming strength to exploit
magnesium metal as anode material with high volumetric energy
density (3833 mAh cm−3) and electrochemical dendrite-free deposition
[1–5]. Besides, magnesium (Mg) resources feature high abundance, low
cost, and safety [1,2,6–8]. However, the development of desirable
cathode materials is thwarted because of the polarizing nature of Mg2+,
tends to interact with the host to redistribute the charge on inserting
and hopping, resulting in extremely sluggish diﬀusion dynamics of
Mg2+ and large charge transfer hurdle [9–12]. Since the ﬁrst Mg full
battery prototype was reported in 2000 by Aurbach et. al. [13], the
endeavor to hit this pivotal breakthrough (Chevrel phase Mo6S8 delivering a capacity of 110 mAh g−1) has validated challenging. Therefore, innovation for magnesium battery chemistry with high-capacity
and cycle-stable cathode materials to reversibly intercalate Mg2+ is
urgently needed.
To improve their electrochemical performance, recent eﬀorts were
devoted to viable alternative of oxides and chalcogenides [14–18]. With
⁎

regard to the mobility of Mg2+, metal chalcogenide hosts are reported
to show better performance for magnesium batteries, attributing to the
weak interaction between soft anion lattice and Mg ions [15,19]. For
example, Nazar's group successively presents layered TiS2 and thiospinel (C-Ti2S4), delivering a capacity of 115 mAh g−1 and 140 mAh g−1
after 40 cycles at 60 °C, respectively [20,21]. A certain amount of capacity has been increased via elevating temperature to overcome the
migration barrier of Mg2+ diﬀusion. While the cycle life of cathodes
still has a long way to go. Layered MoS2 with an extended interlayer
space (peo2-MoS2) demonstrated a capacity of 75 mAh g−1, higher than
commercial bulk MoS2 (22 mAh g−1) [22]. We can learn that the capacity of layered materials could allow a limited augment through interlayer expansion. Actually, few cathode materials currently enable
Mg-storage performance to rival Mo6S8 due to double charge polarity
and phase irrecoverability during repeated Mg2+ shuttling. With inspiration from our previous work on the superior electrochemical performance of binary transition-metal disulﬁdes for sodium ion batteries
[23], we want to know if bimetallic strategy enables magnesium battery
system to relieve Mg2+ diﬀusion kinetics problem through potential
discrepancy.
Herein, Ni-Fe bimetallic diselenides microﬂowers (Ni0.75Fe0.25Se2,
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group of Pa-3. While all the peaks of the NFS shift toward higher angle,
in that the radius of ferrous ion is less than that of nickel ion. The
resultant reﬁned proﬁle of the NFS shown in Table S1 indicates the
preservation of cubic structure, in which Ni and Fe ions occupy 1/2 of
the tetrahedral sites (4a) and Se ions reside 1/2 of the octahedral sites
(8c) as well as the 1/4 probability for Fe ion to substitute Ni ion. Because of the ionic diameter of Fe2+ close to that of Ni2+, so the ferrous
ion was chosen as the cation-doping agent to form solid solution. Furthermore, the Raman spectra of the NFS becomes broader and migrates
toward lower wave number compared with that of the NS (Fig. S5),
which is attributed to the change of lattice space and variation of bond
length, similar to the system of other cation-doping [24,25]. Fig. 1b and
c present the typical scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the
NFS, illustrating the nanosheets are self-assembled into uniform microﬂowers. The transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image
(Fig. 1d) further reveals the interconnected nanosheets are composed of
numerous nanograins. The high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) image shown
in Fig. 1e clearly presents lattice fringe with neighboring interlayer
distance of 0.260 nm, which can be ascribed to (210) crystal plane.
Besides, the well crystalline character of the NFS can be veriﬁed from
structural symmetry of luminous dots in the selected area electron
diﬀraction (SAED) pattern (inset of Fig. 1e). The elemental mapping
images of the NFS (Fig. 1f) evidence uniform distribution of Ni, Fe, and
Se components. The pure NS possesses analogous microﬂower architecture with the lattice distance of 0.268 nm (Fig. S6), consistent with

NFS) were fabricated through facile solvothermal approach and successfully applied as cathode materials with enhanced diﬀusion kinetics
for magnesium batteries. Impressively, the NFS delivers an outstanding
reversible capacity of 190 mAh g−1 and possesses the capability to retain 148 mAh g−1 at a current density of 20 mA g−1 even after 500
cycles. The excellent Mg-storage performance is attributing to the bimetallic eﬀect, which induces more redox sites and higher Mg2+ diffusion dynamics compared with unary transitional-metal diselenides
(NiSe2, NS). In addition, the mechanism of sequential reaction is proposed to account for the electrode behavior at steady stage, as evidenced by integrated techniques of spectroscopic characterization and
electrochemical analysis. The results suggest the availability of bimetallic strategy for the development of rechargeable magnesium battery
with high capacity and long life span.

2. Results and discussion
The synthesis procedure of NFS involved the preparation of Ni-Fe
layered double hydroxide (NiFe-LDH) (Figs. S1 and S2) and the selenylation of NiFe-LDH (Fig. S3) (details described in Experimental Section). For comparison, pure NiSe2 microﬂowers (NS) were synthesized
by identical process without the addition of ferric salts. Figs. 1a and S4
show the X-ray diﬀraction (XRD) patterns of the as-prepared NFS and
NS samples. All diﬀraction lines of the NS are in good agreement with
those of JCPDS No. 65–5016, indicating a cubic NiSe2 with the space

Fig. 1. Structural analysis and morphology characterization. (a) Rietveld reﬁned XRD pattern of the NFS. Black curve – experimental data, red line – ﬁtting data,
vertical bars – Bragg diﬀraction positions, blue crosses – diﬀerence proﬁle. Inset schematically represents the crystal structure of the NFS). (b, c) SEM, (d) TEM, (e)
HRTEM images (inset displaying the corresponding SAED), and (f) elemental mapping images (Ni, Fe, Se) of the as-prepared NFS.
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Fig. 2. Electrochemical performance. (a) Cyclic voltammograms of Mg electrode in APC electrolyte at a scan rate of 100 mV s−1 between −1.0 and 2.0 V, inset
demonstrating galvanostatic cycling of symmetrical Mg//Mg cell at 0.02 mA g−1. (b) Rate performance and (e) cycling performance at 20 mA g−1 of the NS and NFS
electrode tested at room temperature (25 °C). Charge/discharge curves of (c) NS and (d) NFS at 20 mA g−1 and 3rd, 10th, 15th, 30th, 50th cycle. (f) The proportion of
capacity contribution of the Ni, Fe elements for the two electrodes.

Mg2+. While the NFS electrode based on the potential distinct of metal
ion could create more redox active sites and improve the diﬀusion
dynamics of cation and electron. With the exposure of more attacked
sites, the capacity of the NFS electrode gradually increases during initial cycles. According to charge/discharge reaction process of NFS
validated below, the proportion of capacity contribution for each metal
is clearly illustrated in Fig. 2f, indicating that 25% of Ni substitution has
endowed the whole system with triple the capacity of unary transitional-metal diselenides NiSe2. Compared with other metal oxides and
chalcogenides, the capacity and cycle life of the NFS is remarkable
when served as cathode materials for the promising magnesium battery
technology (Table S2).
The solid-state diﬀusion coeﬃcient of Mg2+ was studied with galvanostatic intermittent titration technique (GITT), which provides insights into the electrode kinetics through depth-of-discharge [27].
Based on potential response with time (Fig. S7), the Mg2+ diﬀusion
coeﬃcient could be calculated. It can be viewed from Fig. 3a and b that
the average Mg diﬀusivity values (DMg2+) of the NFS are about
2 × 10−10 and 8 × 10–11 cm2 s−1 on discharging and charging, respectively, which are typically one order of magnitude larger than that
of C-Ti2S4, (1–3 ×10–11 cm2 s−1) [20]. Moreover, there is a waveshaped tendency for NFS electrode, indicating that Mg2+ diﬀusion
dynamics accelerates and the redox sites gradually increase. In contrast,
the NS electrode demonstrates a lower DMg2+ (3 × 10–11 cm2 s−1 and
5 × 10–12 cm2 s−1) and a larger polarization (Fig. S8). What's more, the
Mg2+ diﬀusivity rate drastically dropped with continuous Mg2+ insertion, resulting from the increasing of repulsive force among multivalence positive charge. As expected, the overpotential of the NFS
electrode (100 and 120 mV) is only about one half of that of the NS
(220 mV) (inset of Figs. 3a and S9). In addition of excellent ionic diffusion, the EIS analysis at various charge/discharge states shown in Fig.
S10 illustrates the NFS also possesses favorable charge transfer compared with NS electrode. Thus it is gratifying that bimetallic approach
enables cathode materials to relieve thorny kinetic issue involving
Mg2+ mobility and electron transfer, realizing improved speciﬁc capacity and life span.

the XRD comparison analysis.
The electrochemical properties of the NFS electrode were investigated at room temperature using 2032 coin cells with a Mg foil
anode, all phenyl complex /tetrahydrofuran solution (APC) electrolyte,
and glass ﬁber separator. The electrolyte, as an important component in
magnesium batteries, was ﬁrst evaluated. The excellent Mg stripping/
plating eﬃciency and stability presented in Fig. 2a suggests APC electrolyte is available below 2 V. Fig. 2b shows the rate performance of the
NFS and NS samples. The NFS delivers a reversible discharge capacity
as high as 190 mAh g−1 when cycling at 10 mA g−1. While there is only
88 mAh g−1 of discharge capacity for the NS electrode. With the current
rate gradually increased to 50 mA g−1, a reversible capacity of
120 mAh g−1 could be achieved for the NFS and almost no capacity is
provided for the NS. It should be noted that the rate capacity was tested
after 30 cycles in order to rationally justify kinetic performance. Fig. 2c
displays the charge/discharge curves of the NS electrode cycled at
20 mA g−1 between 0.02 and 2.0 V. It can be seen that there is only one
sloping plateau appeared for the NS electrode and the polarization is
extremely large. However, there are two discharge voltage plateau of
1.15 and 0.90 V for the NFS at each cycle (Fig. 2d), indicating that twostep reactions appeared on Mg2+ insertion process due to the potential
discrepancy between Ni2+ and Fe2+. The NFS delivers a discharge
capacity of 123 mAh g−1 at the 3rd cycle along with relatively small
polarization. In addition, the capacities of the NFS electrode undergo a
increasing trend at subsequent cycles, which are 135, 145, 157, and
156 mAh g−1 at 10th, 15th, 30th, and 50th cycles, respectively. For
long-term cycling stability, a capacity of around 148 mAh g−1 is attained even up to 500 cycles at 20 mA g−1 with a capacity retention of
98.2% calculated from 20th cycle (Fig. 2e). However, the capacity of
the NS dramatically decreased to 60 mAh g−1, analogous to the phenomenon literatures reported [6,14,15,21,26]. Considering the analogous microﬂower architectures, the discrepancy of Mg-storage performance for the NS and NFS electrodes could be attributed to the intrinsic
crystal structural factor. For the NS electrode, the amount of involvedin Mg2+ gradually decreases with the increasing of repulsive among
two-charge Mg2+ and the interaction between host materials and
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observed at 44.6, 49.4. On charging process, Fe species don’t vanish
when charging lower than 1.7 V, consistent with the reversed evolvement on discharging stage. As charging to 2 V, Ni0.75Fe0.25Se phase
could be formed again. The phase transformation of selenide also
emerged when CuSe2 served as cathode material for magnesium batteries [26]. Besides, the failure to reveal the change of Ni species from
XRD patterns probably is associated with highly dispersed discharge
products into MgSe matrix, similar to Li/NiSe2 system [28]. Fig. 4b
shows the CV curve of the NFS electrode scanned at 0.5 mV s−1 after 30
cycles. There are two pairs of redox peaks observed, indicating a good
reversibility of the NFS electrode at steady stage. In cathodic scan, two
peaks at 0.72 and 1.03 V could be clearly distinguished, revealing a
stepwise electrochemical conversion process. The typical charge proﬁle
similarly comprises two peaks, corresponding to Mg2+ gradual extraction. Instead, there is only one couple of redox peak found in the CV
curve of the NS electrode (Fig. S11). To further elucidate two-step redox
process of the NFS electrode, more evidence is unravel via ex-situ XPS
spectra and HRTEM images at selected charge/discharge states (blue
points marked in Fig. 4b). The high-resolution XPS spectra of Ni 2p1/2
(Fig. 4c) were ﬁtted into Ni (2×) (0 < x < 1), Ni (Ⅱ), and satellite
peak, locating at 853.1, 857.3, and 862.2 eV, respectively [29]. Likewise, the peaks at 706.3, 709.8, and 715.1 eV of Fe 2p1/2 spectra are
indexed to Fe (0), Fe (Ⅱ), and satellite peak [30]. When discharged to
0.85 V, the emergence of Fe (0) peak suggests the Fe2+ is much easier to
gain electron because of the relatively high working potential. With the
proceeding of discharging to 0.02 V, a magnesiation reaction takes
place to generate NiSeX based on the resultant XPS of Ni element. That's
the reason why the reversible capacity is held at ~148 mAh g−1, lower
than the theoretical capacity of NiSe (390 mAh g−1). When charged to
1.7 V, the recordance of Ni (Ⅱ) and Fe (0) illustrates that Ni2x+ has
priority to lose electrons compared with Fe species. We can conclude
that the Fe2+ was easier to be reduced on discharging and more arduous to be oxidized on charging than Ni2+ through comparative

Fig. 3. Kinetic investigation. (a) GITT proﬁles and (b) calculated Mg2+ diﬀusion coeﬃcient of the NFS electrode for the 30th cycle at 20 mA g−1 (inset
demonstrating the magniﬁcation of rectangle region).

To track phase change of the NFS electrode at steady stage, ex-situ
XRD measurements were conducted after 30 cycles (Fig. 4a). The ICP
test was ﬁrst adopted to determine the ratio of Ni to Fe, that is approximately 3:1. The diﬀraction peaks at 32.1, 43.8, and 49.3 are observed, analogy to the peak position of NiSe but with slight deviation,
which could be assumed to be (101), (102), and (110) plane of
Ni0.75Fe0.25Se. With the proceeding of continually discharging, the
peaks of MgSe are found at 32.7, 47.0, and metallic Fe signal is vaguely

Fig. 4. Reaction mechanism at steady stage. (a) Ex-situ XRD patterns of the NFS electrode at various charge/discharge states. (b) CV curve of the NFS electrode
scanning at 0.5 mV s−1 after 30 cycles. The points are marked for ex-situ analysis through dismantling the cells. Collected XPS proﬁles of high-resolution (c) Ni 2p and
Fe 2p. The marks (Ⅰ→Ⅳ) in (c) correspond to the marks in (b). All the samples were packaged with Kapton ﬁlm in the glove box.
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Fig. 5. (a) Schematic illustration of reaction order of Ni and Fe in the NFS electrode (blue ball is Ni ions, purple ball is Fe ions, yellow ball is Se ions, and purple
cluster is elemental iron). (b) Comparison of increased redox sites of Ni-Fe bimetallic diselenide at steady stage with pure NiSe2.

This study would shed light on further development of multi-metallic
materials as cathode for high-performance multivalent-ion batteries.

analysis. Integrated with the XRD resultant analysis of electrodes at
diﬀerent charge/discharge states, there is only Ni0.75Fe0.25Se involved
in redox reaction at steady stage, and the electrochemical equation is
Ni0.75Fe0.25Se + (1–0.75×)Mg2+ + (2–1.5×)e− ↔ 0.25Fe + 0.75
NiSex + (1–0.75×)MgSe, (0 < x < 1). Comparing the reaction nature
of the NS and NFS conversion cathode, there exists redox reaction sequence for the NFS electrode, which spurs the exposure of more active
sites and the improvement of cation diﬀusion dynamics as well as
electron transfer. While the NS electrode just demonstrates the phase
alternation and there is no deﬁned order, so the capacity is relatively
low and drastically attenuated. The speculation can be further visually
illustrate via the HRTEM images and SAED patterns (Fig. S12). Moreover, the HAADF mapping images of fully discharged electrode demonstrate the uniform distribution of Ni, Fe, Se, and Mg elements and
the preservation of nanosheet architecture on repeated electrochemical
process (Fig. S13).
According to the above analysis on binary transitional-metal diselenides species, the redox order of the NFS electrode at steady stage is
schematically presented in Fig. 5a. Upon initial magnesiation process,
an irreversible conversion reaction emerges reﬂected by the transformation from Ni0.75Fe0.25Se2 to Ni0.75Fe0.25Se phase. On further reversible magnesiation, Mg ions ﬁrst react with Fe2+ to generate Fe and
then with Ni2+ to form NiSex, evidenced by the resultant XRD and XPS
characterization of the NFS electrode at various charge/discharge
states. In the demagnesiation process, there exists an inverse electrode
behavior of discharge reaction. As a result, the foremost generated Fe
on discharge exerts much more channel to allow for Mg2+ shuttling
along with more redox sites (Fig. 5b) as well as enhanced electronic
conductivity. These superiorities obtained during charge/discharge
process are favorable for relieving sluggish diﬀusion kinetics and
achieving relatively high capacity and long cycle life.

4. Experimental section
4.1. Sample synthesis
The synthesis routine of Ni-Fe bimetallic diselenides microﬂowers
(Ni0.75Fe0.25Se2, denoted as NFS) involved the preparation of precursor
Ni-Fe layered double hydroxide (NiFe-LDH) and the selenylation of
NiFe-LDH through conventional solvothermal method with some
modiﬁcation [31–34]. In a typical procedure of LDH fabrication, a
mixture of Ni(NO3)2·6H2O (218 mg, 0.75 mmol), Fe(NO3)3·9H2O
(101 mg, 0.25 mmol), NH4F (148 mg, 4 mmol), and CO(NH2)2 (360 mg,
6 mmol,) was dissolved in 24 mL deionized water, following by the
addition of 12 mL ethylene glycol (EG). Afterwards, the above solution
was transferred into Teﬂon-lined autoclave and heated at 120 °C for
12 h. The resulting kelly product was collected via washing with
deionized water and ethanol and drying at 60 °C under vaccum. Then
go on the key operation of selenylation of NiFe-LDH. Se powder (39 mg,
0.5 mmol) and NaBH4 (38 mg, 1 mmol) were dispersed into 3 mL
deionized water under ultrasonic. After throughly dissolvation, 32 mL
deionized water and 35 mg NiFe-LDH sample were successively immersed into the above solution and heated at 180 °C for 24 h in 50 mL
Teﬂon-lined autoclave. The obtained black product was harvested via
several rinsing and drying at 60 °C under vaccum. For comparison, pure
NiSe2 microﬂowers (NS) were synthesized by identical process without
the incorporation of ferric salts.

4.2. Structure characterization
3. Conclusion

The structure of the as-obtained species was analyzed by a D8
Advance X-ray diﬀractometer (XRD) with Cu Kα radiation and
Renishaw INVIA micro-Raman spectroscopy system. The XRD reﬁnement of NFS was taken by RIETAN-2000 Rietveld program. The morphology and elemental distribution of the NiFe-LDH, NS, and NFS were
characterized by ﬁeld-emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM,
JEOL, JSM-7100F) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM, JEOL,
JEM-2100F). The chemical states of elements were investigated by Xray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, VG MultiLab 2000). The elemental content of the sample was determined by inductively coupled
plasma atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES, PerkinElmer Optima
8300).

In summary, we have demonstrated the ﬁrst application of Ni-Fe
bimetallic diselenides microﬂowers as a promising Mg-storage material
with fast Mg2+ diﬀusion kinetics. The NFS electrode exhibits a considerable reversible capacity of 190 mAh g−1 and excellent cycling
stability over 500 cycles with 148 mAh g−1 at 20 mA g−1. Besides, the
reaction mechanism of the NFS electrode at steady stage has been validated by the integration of electrochemical characterization, phase
tracking, and spectrum analysis, in which Fe species were the ﬁrst to be
reduced on discharging and the last to be oxidized on charging, contributing to fast Mg2+ mobility and increased redox sites. These characters are favorable for signiﬁcant electrochemical diﬀusion kinetics,
further resulting in enhanced reversible capacity and long cycle life.
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4.3. Preparation of APC electrolyte
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The all phenyl complex /tetrahydrofuran solution (APC, 0.25 M)
was prepared in argon-ﬁlled glove box, in which there was phenyl
magnesium chloride (PhMgCl) and aluminum chloride (AlCl3, ultradry,
99.99%) used as solute. Speciﬁcally, 0.667 g AlCl3 powder was slowly
added into 15 mL tetrahydrofuran (THF, anhydrous, 99.9%) for stirring
12 h. Then 5 mL PhMgCl/THF solution (2 M) was slowly added dropwise into the above solution for 12 h of vigorous stirring. Thus, the
mature APC electrolyte was obtained with multiple groups (e.g.,
Mg2Cl3+, AlPh2Cl2-, MgCl+) in the system.
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4.4. Electrochemical measurements
The Mg battery properties were measured at room temperature
(298 K) using CR2032 coin-type cells assembled in an argon-ﬁlled glove
box. The working electrode was manufactured by grinding the as-prepared materials, acetylene black (AB), and poly(tetraﬂuoroethylene)
(PTFE) with a weight ratio of 8:1:1 using isopropyl alcohol as solvent.
Then the sticky dough was rolled into slice and cut into small dish with
a diameter of 6 mm and a mass of ~2.0 mg. Glass ﬁber ﬁlter paper and
Mg foil were used as the separator and anode, respectively. The all
phenyl complex/tetrahydrofuran solution (APC) was employed as the
electrolyte. Galvanostatic charge/discharge tests were performed between 0.02 and 2 V on a LAND CT2001A battery testing system.
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) and cyclic voltammetry
(CV) measurements were conducted on an Autolab electrochemical
workstation. The Mg stripping/plating eﬃciency in APC electrolyte was
evaluated by CV curves at a scan rate of 100 mV s−1. The reversibility
and stability of APC electrolyte were characterized by symmetrical
Mg//Mg cells at 0.02 mA g−1.
4.5. Calculation of diﬀusion coeﬃcient by GITT measurements
The GITT was tested after 30 cycles to reasonably evaluate Mg2+
diﬀusion kinetics of the Mg/NFS cell. The cell stands for 30 min to make
the voltage reach the real state and the pulse time lasts for 10 min at
20 mA g−1. The cell system repeated above procedure until the charge/
discharge process entirely completed. The diﬀusion coeﬃcient of Mg2+
can be calculated according to the following equation:
2

2

DGITT =

4 ⎛ mB VM ⎞ ⎛ △Es ⎞
πτ ⎝ MB S ⎠ ⎝ △Eτ ⎠
⎜

⎟

⎜

⎟

where τ stands for current pulse time, mB is the weight of active material, VM and MB are the molar mass (g mol−1) and molar volume (cm3
mol−1) of the active material, S is the contact area between electrode
and electrolyte. As illustrated in Fig. S7, △Es is the voltage diﬀerence
of two successive steps measured at stable period in the open circuit
voltage. △Eτ is the whole voltage change but the IR drop during the
current pulse characterized.
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